Puke Force

Chippendales ... obsessively detailed
[comics] feel like [theyve] been shot
straight from his brain onto the page.
-Village VoicePuke Force is social satire
written dark and dense across Brian
Chippendales deconstructed multiverse of
walking, talking M&Ms, hamsters, and
cycloptic-yet-glamorous trivia hosts. In
scathingly funny single-page strips that
build and build, he takes on social media
narcissism, governmental propaganda,
racism, and a culture of violence,
skewering the malice of the right and the
hypocrisies of the left. A bomb explodes
in a coffee shop: the incident is played out
over and over again from the perspective of
each table in the shop, revisiting moments
from ten and twenty years before. We see
the inevitable as the characters bicker or
celebrate, unaware of whats coming.
Throughout this dystopic graphic novel,
Chippendale uses humor and a frantic
drawing style to show how the insidious
nature of corporate greed and the
commodification of everything have
warped society into a killing machine.
Sardonic and self-aware, Puke Force asks
all the right questions, providing a startling
and on-point take on contemporary social
issues. Chippendales artwork makes each
panel a masterpiece of thrumming linework
and lo-fi magic, as his storytelling wends
and winds its way to a fascinating
conclusion.

Buy Puke Force 01 by Brian Chippendale (ISBN: 9781770462199) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and
free delivery on eligible orders. In his fourth graphic novel, Puke Force, Brian Chippendale bravely tackles the perils of
modern American life. The book begins where the In an urban setting that brings to mind Adventure Time filtered
through the fevered imaginings of a desperate meth-addict in the midst of aPuke Force Hardcover February 16, 2016.
Puke Force is social satire written dark and dense across Brian Chippendales deconstructed multiverse of walking,
talking M&Ms, hamsters, and cycloptic-yet-glamorous trivia hosts. Puke Force by Brian Chippendale is worth checking
out if Puke Force is no exception: In its installments youll find sardonically hilarious takes on everything from Twitter
to terrorism. Best of all, you can Making yourself throw up could help you feel better by expelling foods and substances
that make you ill. However, its a method you should tryThe hardcover collection of this multi-year-running continuity
strip, many pages of which first appeared on is now collected in this.Lahetetaan 2?5 arkipaivassa.. Osta kirja Puke
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Force Brian Chippendale (ISBN 9781770462199) osoitteesta . Ilmainen toimitus Meilla on miljoonia PUKE FORCE is
Brians triumphant return. Its his most detailed and complex work so far. Its utterly Brian, another piece in his
sympathetic Puke Force e il libro a fumetti piu recente di Brian Chippendale, autore di culto dellunderground americano
contemporaneo. Puke Force exists in a universe all its own. Serialized from 2009 to 2015, the strip is a glimpse into a
dystopian future not unlike our own Puke Force, out from Drawn + Quarterly this week, may be his most accessible
book to date. Unlike past work, its not enormously thick (like itsPuke Force is social satire written dark and dense across
Brian Chippendales deconstructed multiverse of walking, talking M&Ms, hamsters, and
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